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Miss Sinclair at Home.
The memubers of the Society will be gratified to learn that the Board

enjoyed the very great pleasure of welcoming Miss J. V. Sinclair, from
Indore, 0.1., at the regular meeting, May 21st. Miss Sinclair is ivell,
having benefited greatly by the homeward journey ; but in order that our
missionary may enjoy a season of perfect rest, she will not, by the advice of
the Board, reapond to invitations for addresses previous to the month of
September. In dealing with the question of the Home work of our returned
missionaries the inembers of the Board very strongly expressed the opinion
that, as their health is of primary importance, the year of furlough
should be largely a year of rest, and that when a reasonable amount of
work is undertaken the arrangements, when practicable, should be in the
hands of the Board in order to prevent overwork, loss of time and the un-
necessary expenditure of noney.

In view of this unanimous decision the Foreign Secretary is authdrized
to receive all invitations for visits and addresses from Miss Sinclair and to
facilitate any plan for a series of meetings which the Board may arrange.
These invitations must be in the hands of the Foreign Secretary, Mrs.
Harvie, 80 Bedford Road, Toronto, be"re the end of August. Neglect in
following this direction will very probably result in emisunderstanding and
disappointment. The correspondence, as far as pcssible, will be conducted
by Presbyterial officers, who are advised to plan for one or two meetings
in the smaller Presbyteries and three or four in the larger ones, grouping
the Auxiliaries in certain localities and arranging for union meetings in
cities and towns.

Notice to Secretaries.
Secretaries of Presbyterial Societies will kindly forward short accounts

of their Annual and Semi-Annual Meetings to Mrs. Robinson, Editor of
the LETTER LEAt'LET, 592 Markham Street, Torouto, as promptly as pos-
sible after the meetings are held, for insertion in the LETTER LEAFLET.

Meetings of Presbyterial Societies.
GLENGARRY.--The Twelfth Annual Meeting of Glengarry Presbyterial

Society, u a held at Vankleek Hill, June 5th and 6th. Notwithstanding
the unfavorable wveather and muddy roads fifteen "-iuxiliaries and four
Mission Bands were represented by fifty-eight delkgates. The programme
vas carefully prepared, and the papers read by different members of the

Society, listened to with much pleasure. A "Review of Missions," led
by Mrs. McInnes, was especially interesting. The boys and girls of Vank-
leek Mission Band, numbering fifty-two, were gathered in the front seats


